Recovered Paper Specialists

About us...
Successive legislation on environmental
protection, waste disposal, packaging
waste and land-fill has placed greater
demands on organisations in the public
and private sectors to embrace
responsible environmental policies.
The recycling of paper products plays
a pivotal role in this process and
demands the specialised, dedicated
services and attention to detail
for which Riverdale Recycling is
renowned.
Part of the Riverdale Paper plc group,
Riverdale Recycling provides the skills,
experience, knowledge and resources
essential for the efficient collection,
and ultimate recycling, of your paper
waste.
Our wide range of collection systems,
combined with a fleet of dedicated
vehicles and trained personnel enables
us to provide solutions which are
precisely tailored to your needs and fit
perfectly with your organisation’s
environmental policy.

From initial consultation and advice,
supply of compaction equipment and
appropriate receptacles, and scheduling
of vehicle collections, our expertise
and commitment to customer
satisfaction ensures that your paper
waste is dealt with in a manner which
complies with all current regulations to
give you total peace of mind.
Riverdale Recycling has over 30 years’
experience in providing paper recycling
services to a wide variety of satisfied
customers, including high street
supermarket chains, newspaper
publishers, trade printers, local
authorities and commercial
organisations. In this time we have
developed systems and procedures to
suit all requirements, however large or
small.

Investment in modern recycling plant,
coupled with continual appraisal of
market trends, as well as national and
international regulations and methods
provides us with the resources to
process all types of recovered paper,
from cardboard packaging to office
stationery and high quality print stock.

• Dedicated fleet of collection
vehicles

Regardless of your recycling needs,
when you choose Riverdale Recycling
you are assured of a professional
approach focussed on customer
satisfaction and environmental
responsibility.

• Expert consultation and advice
on compliance with all
relevant regulations
• Systems tailored to your
needs
• Modern machinery ensures the
most efficient recycling
• Wide range of paper waste
receptacles and compactors
for all requirements
• Total commitment to customer
satisfaction
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